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Cleaning cloths
for glasses

めがねふき

Takashimaya Kyoto Store, 5F Kimono FloorFor purchase at

Dye a kimono pattern 
on a white cloth
(bottoming).
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Draw OFUKI
design patterns.

Dye the OFUKI design
with utmost caution.

Apply steam to the cloth to fix the colors, 
and put the cloth into water to remove
glues (mizumoto).

Cut the cloth by hand
with a special pair of
scissors.

Wrap up OFUKI in our custom
kimono wrapping paper ‘Tatoushi’ .

OFUKI-making
process

Google MAP

SOO
⬅“Ofuki mini” cleaning cloths 
for smartphones also come in a 
wide variety of designs. ¥750 
each (excl. tax).

⬆“Ofuki” uses the “katazome” dyeing technique where stencils are placed on top of the fabric stretched 
across a long board, and the dye is applied speedily with a spatula. The skill of the craftsman shines 
through. 

“Ofuki” is a silk cleaning cloth for glasses and is sold in 
various commercial facilities around Kyoto, such as the 
Takashimaya Kyoto department store in the central Shijo 
Kawaramachi area. The cloth was developed by “SOO” 
(pronounced “somaru”), a group of four men who have 
been involved in Kyoto’s kimono industry for many years. 
Many Japanese people who wear glasses or sunglasses carry 
cleaning cloths to wipe cloudy or dirty lenses. “SOO” has 
been selling this product since 2017. It is handcrafted one 
by one and uses the Kyoto yuzen dyeing method.

Kyoto yuzen is a traditional dyeing technique that Japan 
prides itself on, used to make patterns on elegant kimonos. 
“Ofuki” cloths, made with this method in exactly the same 
way as kimonos, have been dyed with designs like Japanese 
beauties of nature, animals and plants, shrine torii gates, 
and maiko (apprentice geisha). No compromises are made 
with the fabric either as its pure silk is the most appropriate 
for the job, and wiping lenses removes cloudiness with 
surprising ease, leaving you with a clear view. Attention is 
also paid to packaging, where it is wrapped in “tatoushi”, a 
type of Japanese paper used to to wrap and store kimonos. 
“Ofuki mini” is a smaller sized cloth that is handy for 
wiping smartphone screens. Both cloths are ideal souvenirs 
of a trip to Kyoto. The four people of “SOO” are not only 
sucessors of these techniques born in Kyoto, but they also 
stay true to their policy of only selling “Ofuki” within 
Kyoto.

⬆The “Ofuki” cleaning cloth for glasses, made using the technique of Kyoto yuzen dyeing, is a small tradi-
tional handicraft. Many different patterns are available, so you can enjoy the act of choosing. ¥1,500 each 
(excl. tax).

Made one by one in the same way as a kimono, “Ofuki” 
cloths are a Kyoto limited souvenir for cleaning glasses 
and smartphone screens.

URL: https://soo-kyoto-soo.amebaownd.com

https://ja-jp.facebook.com/soo.kyoto.soo/ @soo.kyoto.soo

TEL: 075-222-0381  OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Inside Sekiya Senshoku Co., Ltd., 259 Daimon-cho, 
Muromachi-dori, Marutamachi-agaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

(株)関谷染色内 京都市上京区室町通丸太町上る大門町259
SOO -ソマル- 直営店

TEL: 075-221-8811  OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

Shijo Kawaramachi
52 Nishiiru Shincho, Shijo-dori 
Kawaramachi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
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